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A generation ago, successful managers prized stability,
predictability, and efficiency. They thought big was beautiful.
Giant companies had clout in the marketplace. They had the
numbers—of people, of factories, of product lines—to get
things done. 

Times have changed, though, and many corporate stars of
yesterday have faded because they failed to adapt to change.

Today’s strong companies—such as Southwest Airlines, Sony,
Wal-Mart, FedEx, Nestlé, and Intel—are fast, lean, and flexible.
They strive for quality. They work in teams. They train their
people in ethics. 

These companies also have simpler structures. They aren’t
stuck with too many managers supervising too few workers.
And when change happens, they’re ready. In this lesson,
you’ll read about the changing world of work. You’ll learn
something about the forces acting on companies, and the
steps managers are taking in response.

Management and the Changing Economy 
The past 25 years have been a time of immense economic and
technological change. A quarter-century ago, people did not
send e-mail or look things up on the Internet. Even so-called
“portable” computers were bulky, or had limited functionality,
or both. A “network” was usually one of the national
television networks—ABC, CBS, or NBC. And yes, people
thought there were only three of those.

Since then, the silicon chip and other technologies have
changed the economies of the world and the way people
work. Vast amounts of data can be stored easily—on a flash
drive on your key ring, for instance. Computers run faster
than ever and have more power. They are more portable, and
they can talk to one another. All this is changing the way
people create, store, use, and share information.
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Futurist Alvin Toffler has studied all these changes and
predicted some of their effects. He argues that modern
civilization has come in three waves. Agriculture drove the
first wave. As late as the 1890s, about 90 percent of the
workforce was involved in farming and related work. The
share of the workforce needed to provide food has now
dropped to 5 percent worldwide. In the United States, it’s
now less than 3 percent. 

The second wave was industrial. In the last years of the
nineteenth century, farm workers became industrial laborers.
They left the fields, where they were often self-employed. And
they went to work for organizations—companies or
corporations. The new workplace was a place of mass
production, job specialization, and lines of authority.

There, work was tightly structured. Instead of making whole
things, such as a chair or a suit of clothes, workers generally
made parts of things. As you read earlier, many workers
performed one simple task day in, day out. 

By the 1950s, industrial or blue-collar workers were the largest
single group in every developed country. They produced steel,
autos, rubber, and industrial equipment.

No class in history has ever risen faster than the blue-collar worker. And no class has
ever fallen faster. Blue-collar industrial workers today account for less than 30 percent
of the US workforce. They will be less than half that within a few years.

Since World War II, the shift has been away from manufacturing to service jobs, which
now account for more than three-fourths of the jobs in the United States and Canada.

The “third wave,” in Toffler’s scheme of things, was the information age. Workers
moved from the production floor to clerical, technical, and professional jobs. Many of
the new jobs of the third wave have been in low-skilled service work: fast-food
restaurant workers and home health aides, for example. A great many other new jobs
have been in fields of knowledge work. Knowledge workers are workers whose jobs
involve getting and using information. They currently make up about a third of the US
workforce. This group includes professionals such as registered nurses, accountants,
teachers, lawyers, and engineers. 

Knowledge workers also include technologists. These are people who work both with
their hands and with information. Computer programmers, software designers, and
systems analysts are examples of knowledge workers.

The most important technological innovation in business over the past decade has
been the rise of the dot-com business. The ability of ordinary consumers to do
business over the Internet has revolutionized many sectors. Think of people at home
in front of their computers, renting movies, booking airline tickets, or scoping out
houses for sale hundreds of miles away.
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y

OLD ECONOMY
NEW ECONOMY

National borders limit competition
National borders are nearly meaningless in defining an organization’s operating boundaries

Technology reinforces rigid hierarchies and limits access 

Technology changes in the way information is created, stored,

to information

used, and shared have made it more accessible

Job opportunities are for blue-collar industrial workers

Job opportunities are for knowledge workers

Population is relatively homogeneous

Population is characterized by cultural diversity

Business is estranged from its environment

Business accepts its social responsibilities

Economy is driven by large corporations

Economy is driven by small entrepreneurial firms

Customers get what business chooses to give them.

Customer needs drive business.

FI G U R E 1.1

The Changing Economy

The Internet has also given rise to whole new kinds of businesses and collaboration.
You’ll read more about that shortly.

Computer systems analysts like this woman are in one of the fastest-growing worker
populations. They work with their hands, but are “knowledge workers,” too.
Jean Miele/Corbis/Bettmann
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The Global Marketplace
One of the changes today’s managers face is the globalization of business. Companies
no longer have to pay quite as much attention to the lines on the map as they used
to. People know BMW as a German car firm—but it makes cars in South Carolina.
Mercedes-Benz builds sport-utility vehicles in Alabama, and Toyota makes many of its
cars in Kentucky. McDonald’s, a symbol of American commercial culture, sells
hamburgers in China. Exxon Corporation, nominally an “American” company, earns
most of its revenues from outside the United States. People speak of “the global
village” to describe this state of affairs. The global village is the world seen as without
borders, with goods and services marketed and sold freely between countries.

To be effective in this world without borders, managers need to be able to adapt to
other people’s cultures, systems, and techniques. 

A Canadian prime minister once likened his country’s relationship with the US to
sleeping with an elephant. “You feel every twitch the animal makes.” Today every
country feels every other country’s “twitches.” Changes in the interest rates in one
country affect interest rates and exchange rates elsewhere, for instance. 

International business has been around for a long time. Back in the nineteenth
century, when “high tech” meant sewing machines, Singer was selling its products
over national boundaries. But not until the 1960s did the multinational corporation
become well established. A multinational corporation (MNC) is a corporation with a
home base in one country but significant operations in one or more other countries as well.

Experts also speak of a type of business known
as a transnational corporation. A transnational
corporation (TNC) maintains operations in more
than one country at a time. It also decentralizes
decision making in each operation to the local
country. A TNC has less of a “home base” than
an MNC.

Nestlé, the world’s biggest food company, is a
transnational corporation. It sells different
products to different groups of consumers.
Frito-Lay is another food company that does
the same thing. The Dorito chip it sells in
Britain has a different texture and taste from its
US and Canadian versions.

Some big companies are moving toward what
they call a borderless organization. This is a
management structure that breaks down artificial
geographic barriers. Companies are organizing by
product line rather than the map, in other words. 

For instance, IBM used to be organized by countries. It now has 14 different industry
groups. Bristol-Myers-Squibb has reorganized, too. It has set up a single group that has
responsibility for marketing Bufferin and Excedrin worldwide.

Family Circus © Bill Keane, Inc, King Features Syndicate
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How Globalization Affects Organizations 

A business typically goes global in stages. The first stage is likely to be simply
responding to orders from international customers. These may be people who just
happen to find out about the company on the Internet. 
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This Wal-Mart in Germany is an example of retailing in the global economy. Boundaries
no longer confine businesses.
AP Wide World Photos

Stage I
Passive Response

Stage II
Initial Overt Entry Stage III

Established International
Operations

Foreign
subsidiary

Exporting
to foreign
countries

Hiring foreign
representation or
contracting with

foreign manufacturers

Licensing/
franchising

Joint
ventures

FI G U R E 1.2

Stages of Going Global
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The second stage comes when the company decides to sell abroad. It may do this
either by sending its own sales staff to the target country, or by hiring foreign agents
to represent them.

The third stage comes when the company actually launches foreign operations. This
may mean building a factory. It may mean designing whole new products to meet
local needs and desires in the target market. These may be for a smaller car, for
instance, or a crunchier corn chip. 

Companies that reach this stage are likely to form a strategic alliance. A strategic
alliance is a partnership in which firms based in two different countries share the cost of
developing new products or building new plants.
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The German airline Lufthansa has a partnership with Air Canada. This lets both
carriers offer fast and cost-effective services. Many companies form strategic alliances
like this to help them compete globally.
Joern Sackermann/Das Fotoarchiv/Peter Arnold, Inc.

How Globalization Affects Managers

The spread of capitalism has made the world a smaller place. Business keeps
discovering new markets, for instance. Since the fall of communism, the well-educated
workers of Hungary, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic have been a good source of low-
cost labor for companies everywhere.

But life without boundaries means that managers have to cope with suppliers,
employees, and customers in different countries and different cultures. Managers have
to see where there are differences. Then they have to figure out how to communicate
or otherwise interact in spite of those differences. 
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One of the first issues to deal with is the idea of “foreigners.” The word for people who
see people from other cultures this way is parochialism. Parochialism is the narrow
frame of mind typical of people who see the world from only their own perspective. Parochial
thinkers fail to appreciate that people in other places have other ways of doing things. 

This mindset isn’t much use in the global village. And fortunately, it’s not how most
people think. But it has taken work for people to be as broadminded as they are today.
International business studies include understanding the cultural contexts of different
countries’ management practices.

For instance, status is seen differently in different places. In France, a person’s status
depends on such things as years of service within the organization, the school or
university he or she attended, etc. Experts call this emphasis ascribed status. In the
United States, individuals’ status comes more from their own accomplishments. The
experts call this achieved status. A company with both French and American personnel
must be aware of these two different ideas about status. 

Different countries have different laws, too. In the United States, the law protects older
workers from unfair treatment on the job. A hiring manager can’t just say, “Jim has
too much gray hair for that job.” Other countries may treat older people more
respectfully. But they may not protect them legally.

Management and Technology 
Suppose a corporate manager wants to know how well her department is meeting its
production standards. She can probably find out with a few keystrokes on the
computer—and she probably takes that fact for granted.

Thirty years ago, checking on production stats was a much bigger deal in most
companies. It typically involved sending a request to an operations control department.
The information could take weeks to get and would often be hard to interpret.

Since the 1970s, though, big companies have been using automated offices,
manufacturing robots, computer-aided design software, electronic meetings, and other
technology to help them create and maintain an edge against their competitors.

Technology is equipment, tools, or operating methods that are designed to make work more
efficient. Technology often means replacing human labor with robots. Machines can
perform many kinds of boring or dangerous work more efficiently than human beings
can. Technology offers greater customization of products. For instance, Merillat
Industries, a cabinetmaker in Adrian, Michigan, can offer more than 63,000 possible
configurations of cabinetry, at an attractive price.

Manufacturers aren’t the only firms to use technology, of course. Banking is a service
industry that has embraced new technology. Its automatic tellers have freed people from
“banker’s hours”—from having to hurry to their local branch before it closed at 4 p.m.

All sectors rely on technology to help them manage information about business
operations. A retailer like Wal-Mart uses computer technology to track warehouse
inventory. Knowing what items the company has in stock, and just where in its
warehouses they are, is critical in retailing. Has a sales clerk ever told you, “We don’t
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have that in stock here but the computer is showing we have it in our downtown
store”? If so, you have experienced some of the power over inventory that the
computer provides. 

How an Organization Benefits From Information Technology

Changes in technology, especially in information technology (IT), continue to affect
the way organizations are managed. Dell Computer Corporation recently built a
factory with no space for inventory storage. It builds computers to customer
specifications. Thus it has no need to keep products just sitting on the shelf. General
Electric is planning to buy spare parts for its facilities over the Internet.

More broadly, notebook computers, cell phones, fax machines, high-speed modems,
organizational intranets, and other forms of IT allow millions of people to work
anywhere, anytime.

What does all this mean? Employees’ job-skill requirements will increase, for one thing.
Workers will need to read and understand software and hardware manuals, technical
journals, and reports. Remote employees, working at home, will need to be able to serve
as their own technical support team in a way that on-campus employees do not.

The technological revolution is leveling the playing field in many sectors, too. A small
business with a clear focus and a well-designed website can compete against a much
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This image from the T. Rowe Price website shows how many services this investment
house can offer its clients online. Because of these options, the firm can be considered
an e-organization.
Copyright 2004 T. Rowe Price Investment Services, Inc.
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bigger company. And new technologies have allowed individual consumers to get
services once available only to large companies or government agencies. Think how
many news sources are available literally at your fingertips today. Or consider the
online mapping technology you use to find your way to a movie in an unfamiliar part
of town. Not so long ago, that technology was a military secret!

Maybe the most important phenomenon in business today is the proliferation of
activities over the Internet—known generally under the term of the e-organization.

E-Organizations 

A couple of definitions will be helpful here: E-commerce is any computer transaction
that occurs when data are processed and transmitted over the Internet. The term is
becoming the standard label for the sales side of electronic business. It includes
presenting products on websites and filling orders. Online shopping for consumer
goods is what most people talk about when they think of e-commerce. But about 90
percent of e-commerce sales are actually business-to-business sales: Goodyear tires
selling to Ford, for example.

By contrast, e-business is a term that encompasses the full breadth of activities included
in a successful Internet-based enterprise. This includes business strategy. It includes
communication between and among employees, customers, and suppliers. It also
comprises collaboration with partners on design and production.

Business firms and not-for-profits such as hospitals, universities, schools, and
government agencies can be e-organizations.
The best way to understand the e-
organization concept is to look at its three
underlying concepts—the Internet, intranets,
and extranets. The Internet is a network of
interconnected computers. An intranet is an
organization’s private Internet. An extranet is
an extended intranet—the network the
organization uses to connect its remote
employees, contractors, and other
collaborators.

Figure 1.3 shows four different types of
organizations and their degree of network
linkages. Type A organizations are traditional
organizations such as small retailers and
service firms. Most organizations fall into this
category. Type Bs rely heavily on intranets
and extranets. Type Cs are small e-commerce
firms. Type D organizations have completely
integrated global and private networks.
Firms in this group are Amazon.com, Cisco
Systems, eBay, and Wal-Mart.
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FI G U R E 1.3

What Defines an E-Business?
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How Technology Alters a Manager’s Job 

Technology has been good for businesses, helping them run more smoothly and do
more for their customers. But technology has also forced managers to rethink their
jobs. Organizations now are largely communications networks. Managers can use 
e-mail, cell phones, fax machines, and other technology to perform the same four
basic functions of a manager’s job—planning, organizing, leading, and controlling—
that Henri Fayol thought about in the late nineteenth century.

Technology is also changing how managers manage. In the early days of industrial
workplaces, managers were always close to their workers. Most communication was
face to face. Today’s managers and their teams don’t need to stick so closely together.
Telecommuting is a system that allows employees to work at home on a computer linked to
the office.

Some telecommuters work from homes in the suburbs for a company with offices
downtown. But others are hundreds of miles away from headquarters—or even in a
foreign country.

Communicating with employees in remote locations and ensuring they are meeting
their work goals are the two big challenges facing a manager of telecommuters.
Organizations must train their managers to set standards and deadlines and then let
the employees do the work at their own pace. The focus will be on output, not means.
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Many organizations now allow some of their employees to work at home, at least some
of the time. Videoconferencing, as shown in this photo, helps employees and their
supervisors stay connected.
Jim Craigmyle/Corbis/Bettmann
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Case Study
Rebuilding Corporate Credibility 
Picture this situation: You’re in a conference room with a team of managers from one
of your company’s critical suppliers. You’re negotiating a new contract. When it’s time
for a break, the managers leave the room—and you notice they’ve left something
behind. It’s a folder marked “Company Private.”

You know the managers will be out of the room for 10 minutes. Do you sneak a peek
at what’s inside the folder?

During Michael Capellas’s three-year stint as CEO of long-distance phone company
MCI, employees got tests like this often as part of their ethics training. Capellas made
sure all 55,000 MCI employees got such training. 

When he started at MCI in December 2002, he inherited one of the worst fraud
situations in corporate history. For several years, company officials had “cooked the
books.” They had manipulated the financial statements of MCI, then known as
WorldCom, overstating revenues by billions of dollars.

After the scandal broke, individual wrongdoers were brought to justice. But a dark
cloud still hung over the company as a whole. The fraud had cost the company $200
billion in market value. Thousands of people lost their jobs. And the company was
barred from federal contracts. By July 2002, WorldCom was bankrupt.

Drastic measures were needed to salvage the company. That’s
when Capellas accepted the challenge of leading MCI through
the largest corporate reorganization in history. He and his new
board had one major task before them: to restore the company’s
credibility. He was sure his new team of top executives would
hold to a high ethical standard. But it was important to be sure
that others down the line did, too. After all, competitors had an
interest in trying to keep MCI away from federal contracts. If a
junior MCI executive slipped up, the competition would be sure
everyone heard about it.

Capellas expressed his own standard of ethics in a simple
formula: Do the right thing, because it’s the right thing to do.

He acted to change the culture at MCI by fostering an
atmosphere of openness in communications. He wanted
employees to be able to discuss matters that affected them. He
offered training in ethical behavior, so that employees knew what
was and wasn’t acceptable. 

One employee, faced with the ethical dilemma described at the
beginning of this section, said, No, you don’t look at the private
company documents. You resist the temptation to peek because
that’s the right thing to do.
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When Michael Capellas took
over at the helm of MCI, ethics
training for all employees was
a key part of his strategy for
reviving the company.
Alex Tehrani
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In 2006, Capellas’s cleanup operation complete, MCI was attractive enough for
competitor Verizon to purchase it for $8.5 billion.
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Lesson 1 Review 
Using complete sentences, answer the following questions on a sheet of
paper.

1. Explain briefly Alvin Toffler’s three “waves.”

2. How much of the world’s workforce is needed to produce food
today?

3. What two kinds of work identify a technologist?

4. What is the most important technological innovation in business
over the past decade?

5. What is the difference between a multinational and a transnational
corporation?

6. What is the difference between e-commerce and an e-business?

7. What was Michael Capellas’s major task in salvaging MCI?

Applying Your Learning 

8. If the economy is always changing, what kinds of things must a
manager do to help his or her organization keep up?

CHECKPOINTS
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